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Abstract
Temporal information is one of the prominent features that determine the coherence in a discourse.
That is why we need an adequate way to deal with this type of information during discourse
annotation. In this paper, we will argue that temporal order is a relational rather than a segmentspecific property, and that it is a cognitively plausible notion: temporal order is expressed in the
system of linguistic markers and is relevant in both acquisition and language processing. This
means that temporal relations meet the requirements set by the Cognitive approach of Coherence
Relations (CCR) to be considered coherence relations, and that CCR would need a way to
distinguish temporal relations within its annotation system. We will present merits and drawbacks
of different options of reaching this objective and argue in favor of adding temporal order as a new
dimension to CCR.
Keywords: coherence relations, Cognitive approach to Coherence relations (CCR), discourse
annotation, discourse connectives, language acquisition, language processing, temporality
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Introduction

One of the prominent features that determine the coherence of a discourse is temporality. Zwaan
(1996: 1196) has noticed this for temporality at the sentence level in narrative types of discourse:
“Temporal information is ubiquitous to narratives. Not only does every sentence in a narrative
carry temporal information, temporal information can be expressed in every major word class.”
Temporality is also highly relevant at the discourse level, where the states and events reported in
individual clauses are ordered relative to each other. For instance, in examples (1)-(3), the
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temporal ordering of the segments is the most distinctive feature of the relation between the first
(S1) and the second clause (S2).
(1) [I visited my grandmother]S1 before [I went shopping.]S2
(2) [I went shopping]S1 after [I visited my grandmother.]S2
(3) [I visited my grandmother.]S1 Then [I went shopping.]S2
Considering that temporal information is so important in a discourse, we need an adequate
way to deal with this type of information during annotation efforts at the discourse level.
However, there is currently no consensus in the way in which annotation frameworks deal with
temporality at the discourse level. We see at least three different approaches in the classification
of discourse relations. In the first approach, temporal relations are simply listed among the
inventory of discourse relations (e.g., Bunt & Prasad, 2016; Kehler, 2002). For example,
according to Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT; Asher & Lascarides, 2003;
Reese et al., 2007), examples (1) and (3) constitute a NARRATION relation, whereas (2) would be
a PRECONDITION relation.
In the second approach, different types of temporal relations together constitute a separate
class of discourse relations (e.g., Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Hobbs, 1983; Hovy & Maier, 1995;
Longacre, 1983; Martin, 1992). For example, both the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB; Prasad
et al., 2008) and the Rhetorical Structure Theory Discourse Treebank (RST-DT; Carlson et al.,
2003) distinguish a class of TEMPORALS. In the PDTB, this class includes PRECEDENCE relations
such as (1) and (3), and SUCCESSION relations such as (2). RST-DT would also classify these
relations as belonging to the class of TEMPORALS, but would label (1) TEMPORAL-BEFORE, (2)
TEMPORAL-AFTER, and (3) SEQUENCE (see Sanders et al., submitted for details on the exact
mapping of different labels across annotation frameworks).
By contrast, the third approach considers temporal order not as a relational, but as a segmentspecific feature expressed by the propositional content of clauses in a text (e.g., Partee, 1984;
Hinrichs, 1986; Nerbonne, 1986; Webber, 1988). This view can be found in the Cognitive
approach to Coherence Relations (CCR; Sanders, Spooren & Noordman, 1992, 1993), which does
not have a separate category of temporal relations. Sanders et al. (1992) do not claim that
temporal order is not relevant to discourse; instead, they argue that temporal relations belong to
the class of ADDITIVE relations because “the properties distinguishing temporal relations from
other additive relations concern the referential meaning of the individual segments” (1992: 28).
The discrepancy between approaches to temporality raises the following research question:
what should be the status of temporality in discourse annotation? Should temporal order be
considered a relational feature or a segment-specific feature? This question is also addressed in
Kehler (1994) and relates to the definition of a coherence relation. Sanders et al. (1992) define a
coherence relation as “an aspect of meaning of two or more discourse segments that cannot be
described in terms of the meanings of the segments in isolation. In other words, it is because of
this coherence relation that the meaning of the discourse segments is more than the sum of its
parts” (Sanders et al., 1992: 2). If temporal ordering is always explicitly encoded in the discourse
segments of a text, it should not be considered a relational feature, since temporal ordering would
not be part of the relational surplus. In that case, discourse relation inventories should not include
temporal relations. However, in Section 2 we will argue, similar to the first and second approach
presented above, that information on the temporal ordering of segments in a discourse cannot be
seen as merely segment-specific information, and that it should thus be considered a relational
feature.
In order for any feature to be considered a relational feature in CCR, the feature needs to be
cognitively plausible; that is, it should affect language acquisition and discourse processing, and
have unique linguistic markers. This means that in CCR, temporal order is only a relational
feature if temporal relations have a special cognitive status that is distinct from other types of
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relations, such as additive and causal relations. In Section 3, we will therefore review empirical
evidence supporting the claim that temporal order is indeed cognitively plausible.
If temporal order is indeed a distinct cognitively plausible notion, it would need to be
implemented in CCR. Because CCR works with a highly restricted set of annotation dimensions
that are relevant for describing all types of coherence relations (Sanders et al., 1992, 1993), it
cannot do with a first and straightforward option: to simply acknowledge temporal relation labels
in its inventory of end labels, an approach that would be similar to the second approach presented
above. In Section 4, we will therefore discuss the merits and drawbacks of several ways in which
temporal relations can be included in CCR, and argue in favor of making temporal order an
additional dimension. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusion (Section 5).

2

Temporality: propositional or relational feature?

Sanders, Spooren and Noordman (1992) are clear proponents of the position that the temporal
meaning aspect of coherence relations is a propositional rather than a relational feature. They
claim, much like Partee (1984), Hinrichs (1986), Nerbonne (1986), and Webber (1988), “that
temporal relations belong to the class of additive relations and that the properties distinguishing
temporal relations from other additive relations concern the referential meaning of the individual
segments” (Sanders et al., 1992: 28). According to them, “the temporal meaning aspect is to a
large degree determined by the referential content of the segments, more than, for instance, the
causal meaning aspect” (Sanders et al., 1992: 28).
There do indeed appear to be many segment-specific features that can be addressed under the
umbrella term ‘temporality’. For example, Adam’s (2008) overview of the many dimensions of
temporality, in her terms timescapes, contains features such as tempo (speed, pace, rate of
change), duration (extent, instantaneity) and temporal modality (past, present, future), all of
which are expressed within segments. Likewise, Berman and Slobin’s (1994: 19) definition of
temporality includes two segment-specific properties: the expression of the location of events on
the timeline (past, present and future), and the temporal constituency of events (perfective,
imperfective, progressive, iterative; cf. also Comrie, 1976). In this paper, we restrict our
discussion of temporality to the third subtype of temporality listed in Berman and Slobin (1994):
the temporal relations between events (anteriority, simultaneity and posteriority). This sequential
order of the propositions expressed by discourse segments at least has the potential of being a
relational and not just a propositional feature. In the remainder of this section, we will look at a
variety of segment-specific temporality markers, and show that the presence of such markers is
neither necessary nor sufficient for expressing the third subtype of temporality, temporal order.
An example of a relation in which the sequential order of the segments is explicitly encoded
in one of the segments is (4). Five minutes later in S2 indicates that S2 took place after S1, and can
therefore be considered a sequence marker, which places an event in relation to one or several
other events mentioned in the discourse (Bestgen & Costermans, 1994; Costermans & Bestgen,
1991).
(4) [Mona received a phone call saying that she had lost her most important client.]S1 [Five
minutes later, she was fired.]S2
In (4), the temporal progression does not seem to be part of the relational surplus, but rather
expressed by the propositional content of S2. Note, however, that the presence of such a marker of
temporal progression may not be sufficient for making the coherence relation temporal. It is for
instance also very reasonable to infer a causal relation between the segments in (4); losing an
important client is a plausible reason to be fired.
(5) also contains lexical indicators of time: the prepositional phrases at ten o’clock in S1, and
at twelve o’clock in S2. In terms of Costermans and Bestgen (1991; Bestgen & Costermans,
3
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1994), both these prepositional phrases serve as anchorage markers, elements that tie segments to
an absolute time scale external to the narrative. The temporal progression appears, at first glance,
to be entirely signaled by the propositional content of the segments and it seems as if there is no
temporal meaning surplus at the relational level.
(5) [At ten o’clock we had coffee.]S1 [At twelve o’clock we had lunch.]S2
However, even though the absolute time points are given within the segments, the temporal
progression between the segments is actually inferred by establishing that the time points are two
hours apart. The temporal ordering is therefore due to the fact that the two segments are related to
each other; in other words, it is part of the relational surplus. Note also that even in the presence
of two anchorage markers a relation need not be temporal. The relation in (5) could also be
judged as predominantly comparative or even contrastive.
In addition to lexical items expressing time points, grammatical tense can provide
information on the ordering of events mentioned in the discourse (cf. Kehler, 1994). For example,
the pluperfect in (6) indicates that the event in S2 precedes the event in S1 (example taken from
Lascarides & Asher, 1993: 472).
(6) [Max slipped.]S1 [He had spilt a bucket of water.]S2
Again, it may seem as if there is no temporal meaning surplus at the relational level. However,
the pluperfect in itself does not signal anti-chronological order. The reversed temporal order is
inferable because of the combination of the two tenses; because the event in S2 is in pluperfect
tense, it has to be interpreted as having occurred before the event in perfect tense in S1. Similarly,
the future tense of S1 in (7) has to be interpreted as occurring after the perfect tense of S2, but this
is again due to the combination of tenses between the two clauses. Had S2 in (7) also been in
future tense, as in (8), the temporal ordering would not have been anti-chronological, but rather
chronological or simultaneous, depending on the context.
(7) [Jane will slip.]S1 [Max has spilt a bucket of water.]S2
(8) [Jane will slip.]S1 [Max will help her get up.]S2
The sequential interpretation of segments also differs depending on whether the segments denote
states or events. This distinction includes, but is not restricted to grammatical aspect, as verb
semantics can also determine whether something is a state or an event. Event-denoting clauses in
past tense, such as S2 in (9), tend to be temporally interpreted in sequence, that is, they either
precede or follow some other event in discourse. In contrast, state-denoting clauses like S2 in (10)
tend to temporally overlap with previous discourse events (Gennari, 2004: 878, example (10)
taken from Webber, 1987).
(9) [I went to a party last night.]S1 [I ran into an old friend outside.]S2
(10) [I went to a party last night.]S1 [The music was wonderful.]S2
If the event-state distinction helps distinguish between temporal sequence and temporal overlap,
it may seem as if there is no temporal meaning surplus at the relational level. Again, however, it
is the combination of the two clauses and their status as states or events that eventually
determines the inferred temporal ordering. This entails that the relevance of the event-state
distinction for temporality is located in the relational surplus.
Tense and aspect markers, as well as anchorage markers that signal an absolute time point,
and sequential markers that signal the relative time between the segments help us establish the
4
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temporal order of events in a discourse. As mentioned above, the presence of temporal
information within the segments is not sufficient to establish a temporal coherence relation. It is
not the mere presence of these signals, but rather the way in which these signals are combined
that influences the temporal ordering of adjacent clauses.
In addition, the presence of temporal information within the segments is not a necessary
characteristic of temporal relations. The segments of the relations in (11)-(13), for instance, have
a highly similar structure, but the specific type of temporal relation differs between the sentences.
(11) [Paul read the paper]S1 before [going to work.]S2
(12) [Zoe went to the gym]S1 after [finishing her exam.]S2
(13) [Arnold organized his desk]S1 while [talking to his mother on the phone.]S2
Examples (11)-(13) illustrate that temporal ordering may not always become apparent from the
segments alone. The segments in (11)-(13) are structurally identical, with a simple past in S1 and
a gerund in S2. Still, the order of the events in (11) is opposite from the order of the events in
(12), and in (13), the two segments overlap in time. These orders are indicated by the connectives
before, after and while, respectively, linguistic elements that are considered not to be part of the
propositional content of a text and that are therefore not part of the discourse segments (cf.
Blakemore, 2002; Hall, 2007). Given the absence of anchorage markers or other indicators of
time, we cannot represent the differences between (11), (12), and (13) without attributing a
temporal meaning relation between the two clauses of each fragment.
It should be noted that for other types of coherence relations, the presence of propositional
elements hinting at specific relation types also does not necessarily eliminate the option that what
they signal is included in the relational surplus of a coherence relation. For example, the presence
of negative elements in S1 or of semantic opposites in both segments hint at a contrastive relation
(Asr & Demberg, 2015), as in (14). Similarly, modal elements such as obviously in (15) hint at a
subjective relation (Scheibman, 2002; Traugott, 2010). As with temporal relations, the presence
of these propositional elements, however, is neither a required nor sufficient property of the
relation at hand. For example, (15) remains a subjective argument-claim relation, even in the
absence of obviously.
(14) [Harry never lifted a finger,]S1 but [Kyle worked really hard.]S2
(15) [Jenny obviously went to the party,]S1 since [she came home at 3 A.M.]S2
In conclusion, temporal ordering of segments in a discourse cannot be seen as merely
segment-specific information. It should thus be seen as a relational feature, even if linguistic
indicators of temporality are present within a clause. In other words: temporal relations constitute
a specific subset of coherence relations, just like, for instance, causal, conditional and contrastive
relations.

3

Cognitive plausibility of temporality

In CCR, coherence relations are considered to be cognitive entities because they account for the
coherence in the reader’s cognitive text representation (Sanders et al., 1992). Working from this
assumption, it is expected that the nature of a relation affects discourse processing. In other
words, different types of relations, such as causal and additive relations, should require different
processing costs and result in different mental representations (Sanders & Noordman, 2000). This
means that if temporal order is to be considered a relational feature rather than a propositional
one, the defining features that separate temporal relations from other types of relations should be
cognitively plausible. In this section, we will examine three types of evidence to determine
whether temporal relations are distinct cognitive entities: a) evidence from the system of
5
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linguistic markers; b) evidence from language acquisition; and c) evidence from language
processing.
3.1 Linguistic markers of temporality
Connectives and other relational cue phrases signal certain types of relations; for example,
because is used to express causal relations and nevertheless is used to express concessive
relations. Readers can use these connectives as so-called processing instructions that signal how
the incoming information should be related to the previous discourse segment (Britton, 1994;
Canestrelli, Mak & Sanders, 2013). The category of connectives tends to consist of simple
linguistic expressions and idiom chunks (Knott & Dale, 1994: 45), and is often restricted to
grammaticalized linguistic elements that express a two-place semantic relation, have
propositional arguments, are not integrated in the predicative structure, and do not vary regarding
inflection (see among others Mendes & Lejeune, 2016; Stede, 2002; but for a more liberal point
of view see Prasad, Joshi & Webber, 2010; Rysová & Rysová, 2015).
Knott and Dale (1994) have used the existence of such connectives and relational cue phrases
to motivate a set of coherence relations. They work from the assumption that “[if] people actually
use a particular set of relations when constructing and interpreting text, it is likely that the
language they speak contains the resources to signal those particular relations explicitly” (Knott
& Dale, 1994: 44). Similarly, Stukker and Sanders (2012) work from what they call the linguistic
categorization hypothesis, adopting a basic assumption of cognitive linguistics that a direct link
holds between linguistic categories and cognitive categories, and applying it in a cross-linguistic
corpus-based study on different types of causal relations. They assume that “when language users
systematically prefer one highly grammaticalized linguistic item over another (even highly
similar) one to express a certain type of causal relationship, they assign the relation expressed to a
specific conceptual type of causality” (Stukker &Sanders, 2012: 170). Such an approach thus
assumes that “linguistic choices provide a window on speakers’ cognitive categorizations”
(Stukker & Sanders, 2012: 170). This assumption can be taken to hold for temporal order as well:
if there are frequently used, grammaticalized linguistic markers that distinguish different types of
temporal relations, one can assume that temporal order is indeed a relational feature.
In order to determine whether a specific feature, such as temporality, constitutes a type of
coherence relation, Knott and Dale (1994) look for relational cue phrases that mark this feature.
Using a test for identifying relational cue phrases they gather a corpus of around 200 cue phrases
for all kinds of relations. This corpus provides ample evidence for connectives and cue phrases in
the temporal domain, such as before, after, as, while, when, and as soon as (Knott and Dale,
1994: 60). Assuming that features need to be cognitively plausible in order to be considered a
type of relations, Knott and Dale’s (1994) study provides evidence that temporality indeed
constitutes a separate class of relations.
At first glance, two frequent phenomena in the use of linguistic markers seem to provide
evidence to counter this conclusion: 1) underspecification, the fact that connectives and relational
cue phrases may feature in a more specific type of relation that they do not encode themselves;
and 2) polysemy, the fact that connectives may encode different types of coherence relations. We
will discuss these phenomena in turn.
Consider the underspecified relations in (16) and (17) (the latter taken from Mak & Sanders,
2013: 1415):
(16) Mary burst into tears after her boss fired her.
(17) The boy quarreled with his father when he did not get permission to go out.
In (16) and (17), “the semantics of the connective that is used to indicate the link does not fully
match the semantics of the relation” (Spooren, 1997: 150). The two segments present events that
6
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do not only have a temporal order, but plausibly also a causal relation: Mary likely cried because
she got fired, and the boy likely quarreled with his father because he did not get permission to go
out. As these paraphrases illustrate, underspecified relations can be recognized by exchanging the
underspecified connective for a more specific counterpart (cf. also Givón, 1990: 828). In an eyetracking experiment, Mak and Sanders (2013) have shown that, triggered by the implicit causality
verb quarreled in S1, readers indeed arrived at a causal interpretation of (17) and similar
sentences, even in the presence of the temporal marker when. This resulted in faster reading times
throughout S2, compared to sentences without a causal interpretation.
One could argue that because the temporal connectives in (16) and (17) can be used in other
types of relations, they cannot be taken as evidence that temporal order is a cognitively plausible
feature. However, it should be noted that non-temporal connectives can feature in underspecified
relations as well: for example, and can be used to mark additive, contrastive, temporal, and causal
relations, and but can be used to mark both contrastive (or negative additive) and concessive (or
negative causal) relations. Language users arrive at a richer interpretation than the connective
actually encodes due to a highly common process referred to as pragmatic enrichment or
conversational implicature (Grice, 1989; Levinson, 2000). Still, the fact remains that connectives
such as after and when do occur in relations in which a causal implicature is less likely or not
possible at all. The fact that these connectives actually encode temporal ordering, and therefore
provide temporal processing instructions to the reader, is still in line with the original linguistic
categorization hypothesis.
Another frequent linguistic phenomenon that seems to serve as a counter-argument is
polysemy; certain connectives encode not only temporality, but also some other type of relation.
For example, in (18), the relation is temporal as well as contrastive: the bad performance of the
soccer team is contrasted with the relatively good performance four years earlier. In (19), the
contrastive interpretation of while is even the only one available in a context where Mary’s father
has deceased.
(18) The Dutch soccer team failed to qualify for the 2016 European Cup, while two years
before the team had reached the semi-finals of the World Cup.
(19) Mary likes oysters, while her father Bill hated them.
Again, pragmatic enrichment is involved, but this time in the diachronic development of the
connective at hand. Traugott (1995) illustrates how elements from the pragmatic context in which
an expression typically occurs can become part of a word’s conventional meaning, a process
referred to as “the semanticization of pragmatics” (see Barlow & Kemmer, 2000; Traugott, 2011).
Middle English while ‘during’, which was purely temporal, has developed into Modern English
while ‘although’, because the pragmatic inference of “surprise concerning the overlap in time or
the relations between event and ground” eventually became conventionalized in the connective
(Traugott, 1995: 41; cf. also González-Cruz, 2007).1
The question remains whether the existence of such polysemous connectives should be seen
as counter-evidence to the linguistic categorization hypothesis. Given that ambiguity proliferates
in language, and polysemy is not restricted to temporal connectives, we are inclined to answer
this question with a no. Again, examples of temporal while that are clearly non-ambiguous can be
found, and enough non-ambiguous temporal markers remain that justify recognizing temporality
as a cognitively plausible feature.

1

Note that this process is by no means restricted to English. For example, Dutch terwijl ‘while’ has, similar to while in
English, taken on a contrastive meaning (Vogl, 2007), German weil ‘because’ also used to mark that events happened
at the same time, but invited a causal inference following the pattern post hoc ergo propter hoc (Behaghel, 1928: 341;
Traugott & König, 1991: 194), and has since been semanticized, into a causal connective (Keller, 1995).
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In sum, given that there are specific temporal connectives that can mark temporal relations,
we argue that temporal order is indeed a cognitively plausible and a relational feature. In the next
sections, we will see that temporal connectives and relations are acquired and processed
differently from other types of connectives.
3.2 Evidence from language acquisition
For temporality to be considered a cognitively plausible notion, it should play a role in the
cognitive processes underlying language use. In this section, we will therefore look at evidence
from language acquisition data, and in the next section, we will address processing data from
adult language users. We discuss a non-exhaustive list of studies that have shown that temporality
influences language use.
Language acquisition studies have shown that the first emergence of temporal connectives
happens at a different stage than that of additives or causals: around their second birthday,
children start combining clauses with and. Next, they start using (and) then, followed by because
a few months later (see Bloom et al., 1980 for English, and Evers-Vermeul & Sanders, 2009 for a
similar developmental sequence in Dutch). The same developmental picture arises from a growth
curve analysis of German connective acquisition (van Veen, Evers-Vermeul, Sanders & van den
Bergh, 2009; 2014). The fact that temporal connectives are acquired in a stage separate from both
additives and causals indicates that temporal relations are a category of coherence relations that is
distinct from additive and causal relations, but also that temporality is a cognitively plausible
notion.
Even though children start using temporal connectives around the age of three, they are not
able to fully comprehend them until much later (Bever, 1970; Blything, Davies & Cain, 2015;
Clark, 1971; French & Brown, 1977, Johnson, 1975; Keller-Cohen, 1987; Pyykkönen, Niemi &
Järvikivi, 2003; Pyykkönen & Järvikivi, 2012; Trosborg, 1982). In other words, children produce
temporal connectives before they are able to fully comprehend them. As comprehension of
temporal connectives develops slowly, there is a clearly identifiable developmental path in the
process (Clark, 1971). Initially, at the age of three, children are not able to correctly interpret the
temporal order information that before and after provide, using an order-of-mention strategy
instead: whatever is mentioned first, is interpreted as the first event. In the next stage, around the
age of four, children interpret sentences with before correctly, but not yet sentences with after.
Finally, around the age of five, children are able to comprehend both temporal connectives
correctly around 80% of the time.
A comprehension score of 80% is still lower than that of adults, who do not have any trouble
correctly interpreting temporal order in relations (see Section 3.3). Research on when exactly
children reach adult competence in interpreting these connectives does not provide a conclusive
answer: for example, Blything, Davies and Cain (2015) find in a forced choice reading
experiment that children are performing at high levels of accuracy around age seven, while Cain
and Nash (2011) report that ten-year-olds still differed from adult levels of performance on a
cloze task, sentence rating task and online reading task. Pyykkönen and Järvikivi (2012) even
found that children experience difficulties achieving the correct interpretation of temporal
relations containing before and after until the age of twelve. Regardless of the exact age at which
children are able to successfully comprehend temporal relations, it is clear that children
experience difficulty in interpreting these relations. Blything et al. (2015) attribute this difficulty
to children’s working memory. In a forced choice reading experiment, they show that children
with higher memory capacity comprehend different types of temporal relations more accurately.
On the basis of the acquisition data discussed in this section, we can conclude that
temporality is relevant for children’s language production and their language comprehension
from a very early age. Production data indicate that temporality determines part of the order of
acquisition of connectives, and studies investigating children’s comprehension of temporal
relations indicate that their interpretation process is facilitated by a chronological order of events.
8
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3.3 Evidence from language processing
If temporality is a cognitively plausible notion, it should play a role in language processing in
adults as well. Indeed, it has been found that readers do encode temporal information in their
representations (Mandler, 1986; Gennari, 2004; Townsend, 1983; van der Meer, Beyer, Heinze &
Badel, 2002). Zwaan (1996), for example, investigated the effect of discourse time shifts such as
an hour later in the context of a sequence of events (for example, John was beaming. A moment
later…). Sentential reading times were longer after a large time shift such as an hour later
compared to a smaller time shift such as a moment later. These results indicate that readers track
the time of events while reading a text, and that the duration of the time shifts also influences the
reading times. Other studies have shown that the order of events also influences readers’
processing; it has consistently been found that chronologically ordered temporal relations are
processed faster than anti-chronologically ordered sentences. In this section, an overview of these
studies will be given.
Unlike children, adults are able to achieve the correct interpretation regardless of the event
order in relations. However, chronologically ordered sentences do facilitate processing. Offline
studies have shown that temporal relations with a chronological order are remembered better. For
example, Clark and Clark (1968) investigated the recall of complex sentences marked by before,
and then, after or but first. They found that the subjects remembered the sentences with a
chronological order better than those with an anti-chronological order. Similarly, Townsend
(1983) investigated the recall of temporal and causal English sentences connected by after,
before, when, since, while or because and found that, for both types of relations, the subjects
remembered the sentences with a chronological order better than those with an anti-chronological
order. Baker (1978) found that people were faster and more accurate in reporting the order of
events in narratives when the events were presented in chronological order compared to antichronological order. These studies therefore show that the temporal order of clauses affects how
well the relation is encoded in the mental representation.
Münte, Schiltz and Kutas (1998) provided evidence that the encoding of temporal order by
adults requires working memory as well. Their stimuli consisted of chronological and nonchronological sentences starting with either before or after, such as Before/After the psychologist
submitted the article, the journal changed its policy. Using event-related potentials (ERP), they
showed that the participants had different brain responses to the connectives before and after
within 300 ms after presentation of the connective. The authors interpreted these results as
indicating that anti-chronologically ordered sentences are more demanding of working memory
because they require additional discourse-level computations. These findings were confirmed by
Ye et al. (2012) in an fMRI study. Using stimuli similar to the ones used by Münte et al. (1998),
they found that anti-chronological sentences need additional discourse-level computations to
reverse the order of the two constituent clauses. Readers therefore appear to invest cognitive
energy in correctly representing the temporal order of relations.
Interestingly, however, it seems that temporal relations differ from causal coherence relations
in this respect. Mandler (1986) found that a chronological order of complex sentences facilitates
the processing of temporal relations, but not of causal relations. In other words, chronological
ordering of the relation is not necessary for rapid understanding of the temporal relation between
two causally connected events. Mandler attributes this difference to the readers’ world
knowledge: when events are causally connected, prior knowledge about the temporal relations
between a cause and its effect makes encoding the order of two events relatively effortless,
regardless of the order of mention of the events. In the case of events that are arbitrarily ordered
in time, more effort is required to encode the temporal order, since no pre-existing knowledge
about this order is available (cf. French & Brown, 1977; Trosborg, 1982). Hence, temporal
relations seem to be processed differently from causal relations.
Taken together, the results of several offline and online experiments indicate that the
temporal order of coherence relations affects the processing of these relations in adults. Although
9
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adults do not have the same difficulty as children with achieving the correct interpretation of
temporal relations, they do process these relations faster and recall them better when the segments
are ordered chronologically. An anti-chronological order of the segments requires additional
computations, which is more demanding of working memory. This indicates that temporality is a
cognitively relevant notion that people take into account when using language.

4

How to implement temporality in CCR

In Sections 2 and 3 we have shown that information on the temporal ordering of segments is
relational information and that temporality is a cognitively plausible notion; temporal order is
expressed in the system of linguistic markers, and is relevant in acquisition as well as language
processing. This entails that temporality should be implemented in CCR. For many other
approaches, it would be fairly easy to extend the respective inventory of relation labels by adding
more labels. However, CCR does not work with an inventory of relation labels; rather, it
distinguishes a restricted set of four dimensions that are relevant for describing all types of
relations (Sanders et al., 1992, 1993). As a result, including temporality in the framework is not
as straightforward as it might be in other discourse annotation frameworks. In the remainder of
this section we will examine two options of including temporality in CCR: to extend one of the
existing CCR dimensions in order to incorporate temporality (Section 4.1), and adding a new
dimension to CCR (Section 4.2). First we will briefly introduce the relevant CCR dimensions.
4.1 Extending a current CCR dimension
CCR differs from other annotation frameworks in that coherence relations are not assigned a
specific end label, but rather are defined by their characteristics. In CCR, four cognitive
dimensions are distinguished that apply to every relation. These dimensions are polarity, source
of coherence, basic operation, and order of the segments (Sanders et al., 1992). Here we explore
whether one or both of the latter two dimensions can be adapted in order to include temporal
relations in CCR.
Basic operation distinguishes between causal and additive relations. A relation is causal if an
implication relation (P → Q) can be deduced between the two segments. Causal relations are
typically connected by because or so. A relation is additive if the relation between the segments is
one of logical conjunction (P & Q). Additive relations are typically connected by and. In the
original proposal, CCR considers temporal relations to be a subtype of additive relations.
One way of giving temporality a separate status in CCR would be to add the value ‘temporal’
to the basic operation dimension, thereby making a three-way distinction between additive,
temporal, and causal relations. This option has actually already been put into practice by, for
example, Louwerse (2001) and Scholman, Evers-Vermeul and Sanders (2016). However, this
option ignores the fact that other CCR dimensions are binary, distinguishing, for instance,
positive vs. negative relations, and basic vs. non-basic relations.2,3
2

Note, however, that the principle of having binary dimensions has been ‘violated’ before. On the dimension source of
coherence, sometimes two values are distinguished: semantic vs. pragmatic (Sanders et al., 1992), or objective vs.
subjective (Scholman et al., 2016), but it is also frequently operationalized as having three values, following Sweetser’s
(1990) approach: content, epistemic and speech act (see, among others, Evers-Vermeul, 2005; Stukker, 2005). This
trichotomy, however, is really a simplification of two binary distinctions: objective (content) vs. subjective, which
contains both epistemic and speech act relations. This allows for different kinds of generalizations: first, between
content on the one hand and epistemic and speech act on the other, and second between epistemic and speech act.
3
In line with other cognitive linguists, we acknowledge the fact that in practice categories often display fuzzy
boundaries, with less and more prototypical instances (cf. Rosch, 1977). This has also been explored for coherence
relations and connectives (Stukker & Sanders, 2012; Sanders & Spooren, 2013). This does not, however, mean that the
definitions of the categories themselves should be fuzzy. Given the objectives of the current paper, we will not address
the fundamental issue of whether we should abandon binary distinctions in favor of the prototypes typically used in
cognitive linguistics, but instead base our line of reasoning on the binary categorizations that have shown to be relevant
in accounting for patterns in both language acquisition and language use.
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More importantly, it ignores the fact that many causal relations display a temporal order as
well; by default, causes in the real world precede their consequence. By placing temporal order
on a par with causality, the two values become mutually exclusive. Note, however, that all causal
relations are by default additive as well, given that an implication relation (P  Q) presupposes P
and Q (P & Q). In other words, this overlap is inevitable. An important difference between causal
vs. additive relations and causal vs. temporal relations is that not all causal relations are temporal,
and that during the annotation process one would therefore want to be able to attribute these
values simultaneously in order to be able to distinguish between temporal causal relations and
non-temporal causal relations. We will further explore this point in Section 4.2.
A second option would be to adapt the CCR dimension order of the segments, as is done in
Scholman et al. (2016). In the original CCR proposal (Sanders et al., 1992), order of the segments
is defined in terms of implication relations, and therefore only applies to causal and conditional
relations. It refers to the mapping of the antecedent (P) and the consequent (Q) onto the segments,
where P is the cause, condition or argument, and Q is the consequence or the claim. In a
coherence relation with a basic order, such as (20), P is S1, followed by Q as S2. In a relation with
a non-basic order, such as (21), P maps onto S2 and Q onto S1.
(20) [It was raining.]S1 That is why [the streets are wet.]S2
(21) [The streets are wet]S1 because [it was raining.]S2
In the original proposal, the order of the segments dimension does not apply to additive relations,
as these are symmetrical by definition. However, it could be argued that segments with a
sequential temporal order form an exception in this respect because the events expressed in P and
Q are necessarily ordered in time. Following this line of reasoning, it could be said that if S1 and
S2 follow this order in time, the relations show a basic order. In a relation with a non-basic order,
S2 expresses P; that is, the event expressed in S2 precedes the event in S1 in reality.
There are some drawbacks to depicting the chronological ordering of temporal relations using
order of the segments. First and foremost, it would require seriously stretching or altering the
definition of order of the segments. Temporal relations, after all, do not involve an implication
relation and do not consist of an antecedent P and a consequent Q.
Second, for causal and conditional relations, this solution does not leave the option of
distinguishing between the order of the segments within the implication relation and the
chronological order of the segments. As we will elaborate on in Section 4.2, these two types of
order may, but do not necessarily overlap.
Third, if the values on the basic operation dimension are still restricted to additive and causal,
as in the original CCR proposal, this solution implies that in principle, order of the segments
becomes available for the entire class of additives. In this scenario, temporal relations can be
distinguished from other additive relations by looking at their value for order, and additive
relations that are not specified for order would be purely additive relations. However, CCR would
then have no way of setting apart purely additive relations from temporal relations expressing
temporal overlap. Since both additive and synchronous temporal relations are symmetrical in the
sense that neither relation involves one segment occurring before the other, this would mean that
neither type would be specified for order.
Considering the initial motivations of Sanders et al.’s (1992) taxonomy of coherence relations
and considering the drawbacks mentioned above, using order of the segments to capture the
chronological ordering of temporal relations seems undesirable.
4.2 Adding a new dimension to CCR
Considering the drawbacks of using one of the existing dimensions to incorporate temporal
relations in CCR, as outlined in Section 4.1, the only option for achieving this goal seems to be
adding one or more new dimensions to CCR’s inventory of annotation dimensions. Adding one
11
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extra dimension would be in line with Evers-Vermeul and Sanders (2009), who distinguish
between [+ temporal] and [α temporal] relations in order to be able to account for the order of
first emergence of the English connectives and, then, and because, and their Dutch counterparts.
Adding more than one temporality dimension would be in line with Clark (1971: 273), who
presents three hierarchically ordered features to account for the acquisition of the temporal
connectives after, before and when: [+/– Time], [+/– Simultaneous], and [+/– Prior]. According to
Clark, children’s production data reflect the learning of these features from the most
superordinate feature [+ Time] down, which reflects the cognitive relevance of all three features.
Below, we will take this latter approach, and propose to implement the three-step temporality
dimension presented in (22) that is orthogonal to the other CCR dimensions. This dimension will
help account for temporal relations within CCR while adhering to its initial basic principle of
using binary variables. Note that this approach of working with a dimension with multiple,
hierarchically ordered steps can already be found in CCR itself, even though it is not presented as
such. First, CCR applies the basic operation dimension to set implication relations apart from
additive relations. Second, within the group of implication relations, causal relations are
distinguished from conditional relations. Third, Sanders et al. (1992: 12) propose that volitionality
would be a candidate for further specification of the proposed taxonomy, which would then
differentiate volitional and non-volitional causal relations.
(22) The three-step temporality dimension
1

Temporal

2

Sequential

3

Chronological

Non-temporal
Synchronous
Anti-chronological

As we have mentioned before, CCR considers temporal relations to be a subset of additive
relations; that is, temporal relations are considered to be additive relations that are ordered in
time. The first step in the temporality dimension we propose helps distinguish the subset of
temporal relations from the rest of the additive relations. Relations such as (23), (24) and (25) are
temporal, while additive relations such as (26) are non-temporal.4
(23) After [Mark came home from the supermarket,]S1 [he realized his grocery list continued
on the back of the paper.]S2
(24) Before [Anne went to the important meeting,]S1 [she did a lot of preparation.]S2
(25) [Mirjam played the piano,]S1 while [Nathan was playing soccer.]S2
(26) [Michael works at the veterinary clinic across the street.]S1 [He also volunteers at the
local animal shelter.]S2
To the additive relation in (26), chronological ordering is irrelevant. Although in terms of truthvalue S1 and S2 hold simultaneously, these segments are not presented in combination to indicate
that Michael performs these activities simultaneously in the real world. Note that temporal only
means that temporality is relevant to the relation at hand, not necessarily that the segments
display a sequence of events. Hence, the synchronous temporal relation in (25) and the sequential
relations in (23) and (24) are all temporal.

4

We leave it to another paper to discuss whether values distinguished within a dimension should simply receive
different value labels, or whether these would have to represented with actual features such as [+/– Time] or [+/α
Time]. In line with the labeling within other CCR dimensions, we take the first approach, and use different value labels.
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The second step in the temporality dimension distinguishes between sequential and
synchronous temporal relations. Since in (23) and (24) one of the segments occurs before the
other, these temporal relations are sequential. By contrast, the non-sequential relation in (25), in
which the segments display temporal overlap, is labeled synchronous.
Finally, the chronological order of sequential temporal relations has to be determined. This
distinction is captured by the third step in the temporality dimension, which differentiates
between chronological and anti-chronological relations. Since the event in S1 occurs before the
event in S2, (23) has a chronological order. In (24), the order of the segments does not match the
order of the events in the real world. This relation is therefore anti-chronological.
Because the temporality dimension operates orthogonal to the other CCR dimensions, the
three steps do not only apply to additive relations. They are also relevant to objective causal
relations, such as (27) and (28), which depict an implication relation that can be observed in the
real world. Temporal ordering is involved in both cases, which is why they are both labeled
temporal. In addition, both relations are sequential, as the events follow each other in time.
Finally, (27) is chronological because the freezing mentioned in S1 occurs first and causes the
formation of the ice flowers mentioned in S2. By contrast, (28) is anti-chronological because the
freezing is mentioned in S2.
(27) [It had been freezing.]S1 That is why [there were ice flowers on the windows.]S2
(28) [There were ice flowers on the windows]S1 because [it had been freezing.]S2
In these examples, the values on the third step in the temporality dimension align with the values
on the dimension order of the segments: (27) is chronological and displays a basic order, since S1
expresses the antecedent P and S2 the consequent Q, while (28) is anti-chronological and has a
non-basic order. Chronological ordering and order of the segments will align in this way,
basic/chronological and non-basic/anti-chronological, in all objective causal relations, as a cause
tends to precede its effect.
However, chronological ordering can, and often will, differ from the order of the segments in
case of subjective causal relations, which includes both epistemic and speech act relations
(Sanders & Spooren, 2009). Consider for instance the relations in (29) and (30).
(29) [The neighbors’ lights are on,]S1 so [they must be home.]S2
(30) [The neighbors just got home,]S1 so [the lights will probably be turned on soon.]S2
Both (29) and (30) have a basic order of the segments: P is expressed in S1, while S2 expresses Q,
which in both cases is a judgment rather than a fact. The temporal order of events in the real
world, however, is not identical. (29) is ordered anti-chronologically, since turning on the lights,
depicted in S1, happens after the neighbors’ coming home, which is depicted in S2. (30), on the
other hand, is ordered chronologically: the neighbors’ arrival in S1 precedes the probable turning
on the lights in S2. By using the third step in the temporality dimension in addition to order of the
segments, we can capture the difference between relations in which an argument is presented to
back up a claim or conclusion, as in (29), and relations in which a prediction is made on the basis
of an observation, as in (30).
Distinguishing between chronological order and order of the segments helps analyze not only
subjective causal relations, but also relations such as (31), also known as IMPLICIT ASSERTION
relations in the PDTB (PDTB Research Group, 2008).
(31) If [you want to become rich someday,]S1 [you should probably get off the couch.]S2
(31) is a subjective conditional relation that has a basic order of the segments: the antecedent P is
expressed in S1, and the consequent Q in S2. However, in real time, the getting off the couch in S2
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would have to occur before the getting rich in S1. (31) therefore has an anti-chronological
temporal order. Other examples of relations that could be annotated along these lines would be
RST-DT’s ENABLEMENT and PROBLEM-SOLUTION.
In sum, we have proposed to incorporate temporality into CCR by implementing a temporality
dimension with three hierarchically ordered binary annotation steps that are orthogonal to other
CCR dimensions such as basic operation and order of the segments.

5

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that information on the temporal ordering of segments in a
discourse cannot be seen as merely segment-specific information, and that temporal order should
thus be considered a relational feature, even in the presence of linguistic indicators of temporality
within the connected clauses. The Cognitive approach to Coherence Relations considers
coherence relations to be cognitive entities. This means that if temporal relations are to be
included in CCR, the defining features that separate temporal relations from other types of
relations should be cognitively plausible. A review of empirical evidence from the system of
linguistic markers, from language acquisition, and from language processing supports the claim
that temporal features are indeed cognitively plausible.
In Section 4, we have therefore presented a proposal on how to implement temporality in
CCR. We suggest adding a three-step temporality dimension to CCR with a hierarchically
ordered set of binary annotation steps that are orthogonal to the other dimensions, including basic
operation and order of the segments. The first step in the temporality dimension sets temporal
relations apart from non-temporal relations, in which temporal order is not relevant. The second
step in the temporality dimension distinguishes between sequential and synchronous relations,
and the third step differentiates between chronological and anti-chronological relations.
The proposed approach allows for generalizing over different subtypes of temporal relations.
For example, relations that are classified as additive on basic operation and temporal on the first
temporality dimension, constitute the class of TEMPORALS distinguished by for instance PDTB
and RST-DT (see Section 1). In addition, the new temporality dimensions allow for a different
type of generalization, one that none of the current discourse annotation frameworks are able to
make. On top of setting apart relations for which temporality is the key defining feature, it can
cluster all relations for which temporality is a relevant feature. This allows us to show the
similarities between sequential temporal relations and objective causal relations, and between
synchronous temporal relations and contrastive relations. It is exactly this type of clustering we
need in order to be able to account for frequent linguistic phenomena such as underspecification
and pragmatic enrichment (see Section 3.1). In addition, the temporal dimension can help
distinguish between different types of subjective causal relations and make explicit that in
subjective causal relations temporal order may not always align with order of the segments (see
Section 4.2).
We have drawn a clear distinction between temporality at the sentence level (the location of
events on a time line as indicated by past, present or future tense, and the temporal constituency
of events as expressed by markers of aspect) and temporality at the discourse level, focusing on
the relational surplus of temporal order. This approach differs from the one taken by researchers
who seem to collapse these levels and, for example, label ‘discourse verbs’ (Danlos, 2006;
Lejeune, Mendes & Martins, 2016) and prepositional phrases taking nominal arguments (Atallah,
Bras & Vieu, 2015; Mendes & Lejeune, 2016; Rysová & Rysová, 2015; Stede, 2002) as markers
of coherence relations. Although we acknowledge the merit of studying such alternative
lexicalizations (cf. Prasad et al., 2010), we prefer not to categorize alternative lexicalizations as
markers of coherence relations, that is, as markers of the relational surplus of coherence relations.
Keeping the discourse and the sentence levels apart allows us to investigate how markers of
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temporality – or, for instance, causality – at these two levels interact. This may, for example,
generate insight into why certain combinations of sentence and discourse markers are possible,
preferred or impossible. For example, Knott and Dale (1994: 50) observe that earlier, afterwards,
and later, as well as before and after can all be modified by any expression denoting a length of
time, for instance, three days after, a minute earlier, and some time before. By contrast, the
combination of certain temporal connectives and ‘discourse verbs’ denoting progression of time
is impossible, as the comparison of (32), (33) and (34) illustrates (example (34) taken from
Danlos, 2006: 65).
(32) Ted left. Next, Sue arrived.
(33) Ted left. This preceded Sue’s arrival.
(34) #Ted left. Next, this preceded Sue’s arrival.
From a cognitive perspective, studying similarities and differences between marking at the
sentence and the discourse level may give us insight into the underlying cognitive categories that
people make use of. For instance, Stukker, Sanders and Verhagen (2008) investigate causality at
the inter-clausal level (expressed by causal connectives) and at the intra-clausal level (expressed
by causal verbs), which allows them to show commonalities between the two. From a
developmental perspective, linguists can and already do study the way in which markers that have
a function at the sentence level gradually obtain a function at the discourse level. A famous
example is the development of while discussed by Traugott (1995), but more generally, one could
look at differences between so-called primary and secondary, less grammaticalized connectives
(Rysová & Rysová, 2015). This would be in line with Knott and Dale’s (1994:49-50) observation
that relational markers are sometimes single elements and idiom chunks (e.g. because, on the
other hand), but can also be partly compositional (five minutes later, three years later). Also,
researchers can account for the way in which children over the years acquire the various
grammatical, lexical and discourse devices for expressing temporality (Berman & Slobin, 1994;
Uccelli, 2009).
In this paper, we have focused on the question whether temporality should be considered a
relational or a segment-specific feature. The same question can be raised for other types of
relations for which annotators need to decide if they should distinguish these by adding a separate
relation label to their relation inventory. Similarly, the method used in this paper could be used to
decide whether a relation label should be maintained within an inventory of coherence relations,
or whether the label is not necessary because there is no relational surplus and further
specifications can be made on the basis of segment-specific features. In their comparison of
annotation frameworks, Sanders et al. (submitted) have listed several features that are
distinguished in one or more of the other frameworks but not in CCR, thereby presenting a list of
candidates for which this discussion seems relevant. This includes SPECIFICITY, which seems to
play a role in INSTANTIATION relations and the subtypes of RESTATEMENTS in PDTB, as well as
in RST-DT’s collection of ELABORATION RELATIONS. Other candidates that require further
investigation are LIST, which sets apart LIST relations from other types of additive relations, and
features that discriminate between the different types of CONDITIONALS found in PDTB and
RST-DT. We have shown that the cognitive plausibility of the relation type under investigation
can be tested fruitfully using empirical evidence from acquisition data, processing, and the system
of linguistic markers.
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